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Probably the best insight I can give into 
the work we are doing here in the trenches 
of construction finance is around what 
didn’t happen... 
Like the number of medium and large scale projects 
that thought they would need residual stock finance 
to cover sales fall overs, and the number of those 
finance approvals we actually secured that didn’t 
proceed to settlement due to the projects having 
better than expected sales settlement rates. This is 
actually great for the market because we didn’t have 
mass fall overs in the wave of stock that was settling 
late calendar 2016 that many had predicted.

One slight negative to emerge is the message from 
APRA to the major banks, released on the 7th of 
March, that they want to see yet more balance sheet 
housekeeping including tighter portfolio controls on 
commercial property. They singled out development 
and land banking in particular and made specific 
mention that the banks pushing through deals 
because the client was a repeat borrower or had 
a good track record wasn’t going to fly with APRA 
anymore...watch this space!

The land bank or bridging loan space has a few 
new lenders and we have secured some great lower 
geared loans for clients recently at 10-12% p.a. 
which is some 3-5% lower than what had previously 
been on offer.

On another positive, there is a steady flow of new 
lenders emerging with appetite for construction 
finance and some existing lenders have announced 
new and increased tranches of capital to meet the 
demand on non-bank capital. It hasn’t yet changed 
the balance of supply and demand of lenders versus 
borrowers, but it’s good to see more options. The 
team here at HoldenCAPITAL are very active in 
hunting down these new lenders and investors and 
currently I would say we are seeing at least 1-2 a 
week being added to our lender list. At about half 
a dozen a month this is a good number entering 
the market with each bringing on average $20-100 
million of new capital into the market. Our job as 
a finance advisor is to source them, monitor their 
appetite and be able to give the developers we 
work with a smorgasbord of options for their new 
project. So, if you’re looking to get constructive with 
your finance, why not contact one of the team here 
at HoldenCAPITAL. 

Thanks for joining us, and I look forward to talking 
to you soon.
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“There is a steady flow 
of new lenders emerging 

with appetite for 
construction finance.”

HOLDENCAPITAL – STATE OF PLAY IN THE 
FINANCE MARKETS AND OUTLOOK FOR 2017

With a long summer continuing to dominate the 
Australian East Coast, the hot topic in many developer 
boardrooms and air-conditioned cafés is, where is 
the funding for our next deal going to come from? 

In our first quarterly update for 2017 we will bring 
you our views on the emergence of new funding 
options along with where we see the markets trending 
and what you need to do to get to the front of the 
queue with your next project to ensure that your 
funding is secure.
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RESIDUAL STOCK 
BORROWING OPPORTUNITIES

 The inner city Apartment markets across the eastern seaboard has 
been experiencing an interesting time over the past 3 years.  Across 
the capitals of the eastern seaboard, we have seen tremendous price 
growth in Sydney and to some extent Melbourne and in the case of 
Brisbane, we have seen unprecedented high sales rates and volumes.

That said, over the past 6–9 months we have identified, while the 
price points have remained relatively stable for inner-city apartments, 
it is the rate of sale that has slowed dramatically.  

The impact from this slowdown in sales rates is that we are starting 
to see many projects with surplus unsold by completion and this is 
creating certain complications for the developers of those projects 
given that:

1. Most projects carry a significant portion of Construction Debt 
funding, which by definition is required to be repaid on completion 
of the project.  So, in these cases, if the developer does not have 
sufficient sales to repay the Construction Debt at completion, they 
must refinance the balance; and

2. Even if there are sufficient sales to repay the Construction Debt at 
completion, the developer may want to raise funds against their 
equity in the remaining stock in order to reinvest that equity into 
their next project.

For these reasons, we are seeing an increase in 
enquiries for residual stock facilities.  

Depending on the developer’s strategy there 
are various options available in the market 
for residual stock facilities.  As a rule of 
thumb, the term and gearing of the facility are 
directly related to the cost of the facility i.e. 
a 20-year home loan style loan is typically 
much cheaper than a 6-month bridging loan. 

Common success strategies we are often able 
to secure are: 

1. The developer intends to retain the 
residual stock for a long-term investment 
period (>5 years).  Reasons for this 
might include, no GST liability, no 
sales commissions on those units etc.    
 
Effectively under these circumstances we 
can arrange a residual stock facility at 
a relatively low cost of funds, say <5% 
p.a. at a Loan to Value Ratio of between 
60% and 70% enabling the developer to 
access their equity currently locked up in 
the project to reinvest into their next project. 

2. The second scenario sees the developer 
wanting to progressively sell down the 
residual stock, but in an orderly fashion.  
This will ensure they are not rushed by 
a construction lender needing to be 
repaid and enables them to maintain and 
potentially improve the capital value of the 
stock.  

In these cases, we can arrange a 6 – 9 month 
bridging facilities, which provide the developer 
with sufficient time to undertake an orderly sell 
down.  Bridging loans are more expensive due 
to the shorter period and are typically priced at 
an interest rate between 8%p.a. and 12%p.a. 
at a 70% LVR.  Advantages here are that there 
are no early payout penalties and the facility 
allows the developer to retain some of the 
proceeds from each sale rather than waiting 
until the lender is fully repaid as these bridging 
loan lenders do not require full net proceeds 
when settling the units provided their exposure 
is progressively improving.

There are of course many variations on these 
two basic strategies, so the best course of 
action would be to let us have a look at your 
individual requirements and assess how we 
can structure a custom solution to satisfy your 
individual project needs.

CALL YOUR HOLDENCAPITAL 
FINANCIAL CONSULTANT TODAY TO 
SEE HOW THEY CAN HELP WITH A 
RESIDUAL STOCK SOLUTION.



$
Loan Amount
$5,000,000 

Revolving

%
Gearing

69% LCR – up to 
100% LCR via 

supporting 
security

Lender
Non-Bank

Interest
9.0% p.a.

3.0% line fee

Presales
Nil

Revolving facility provided to a residential home 
builder. The client provided a couple of its display 
homes as supporting security to provide its equity to 
the transactions. The approval allows the sponsor 
to build spec homes on a revolving basis up to a 
maximum loan amount of $5m with an LVR of 69%. 
As each spec is sold / settled, it can be replaced 
by another spec project meaning the sponsor also 
only pays one set of establishment fees. The facility 
is subject to annual review / renewal.

REVOLVING FACILITY FOR RESIDENTIAL HOUSE CONSTRUCTION 
10 HOUSES | $7,250,000
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$26,000,000

$
Loan Amount
$15,400,000

%
Gearing
60% LVR 

Lender
Non-Bank

Interest
12% 

1.75% line fee 
3% loan fee

Presales
Nil to settle the 

loan, 50% prior to 
construction draws

The developer wanted to settle the land with the 
construction lender to avoid two sets of loan costs, 
we worked with the developer during DA leading 
up to land settlement to package the project up 
and get an approval in place, which allowed the 
developer to settle the land now and commence 
construction, with the lender covering construction 
claims once presales were secured.



Back in November of 2015, HoldenCAPITAL 
had some 97 players on its lender list, 
comprising the 4 major banks, some 18 
minor banks and a mix of institutional lenders, 
Investment Funds, Mezzanine and Private 
lenders, most of which were largely inactive. 

Back then, the 4 majors accounted for around 
67% of the $250 million in transactions we 
settled. As we moved through 2016 this balance 
shifted dramatically with the ajors slipping to 
around 28% of the $340 million that we settled 
in FY2016 as the APRA restrictions bit into their 
appetite. A quick review of the business settled 
for the FHY2017 sees that this has fallen to 
below 20% and we don’t expect this will change 
anytime soon.

So who is actually doing the deals? Our Lender 
list currently stands at 164; an increase of 
almost 75% in the total listings since FY2015 
and it’s increasing almost on a weekly basis.  
The big gains have been amongst the Investment 
Funds and Private lender sectors with the Fund 
list growing by 54% to 71 and the Privates by 
250% to 35 respectively. All of this demonstrates 
how the market is evolving to meet the demands 
of developers. While they are filling the gap left 
by the majors, many of these lenders have very 
restrictive loan requirements in order to manage 
their relatively small pools of capital. This means 
that navigating your way through the new lender 
pool is time consuming and difficult if you don’t 
know in advance the appetite of these lenders.

There is much talk about offshore lenders/
investors entering the market place and we 
have been talking to a wide range of existing 
and prospective participants over the past 
eighteen months with Dan Holden and the team 
undertaking some four trips to Asia which has 
revealed that their actual willingness to do deals 
is quite limited. Many are keen to participate 
but it takes time for them to build a comfort 

level with our diverse geographic markets and 
associated risks so, for now they are proceeding 
on a very cautious basis.

With the existing non-bank lenders in significant 
demand and successfully expanding their books, 
you might expect this growing level of choice 
and competition to create pricing competition 
however, the reality is a little different. These 
established lenders have generally moved 
to improve the quality of their loan books 
and effectively reducing their level of risk/
exposure in the capital stack. However, they 
have done this while maintaining, and in some 
cases slightly increasing their pricing which 
provides them with a better return on equity 
and an improved risk rating while still being 
competitively priced.

Many of the new lenders entering the market 
tend to be asset focussed and make decisions 
based on a pragmatic understanding of the 
markets and the product being developed. 
Provided the sponsor risk is acceptable, they 
will fund them but at a price. Rather than being 
uninformed like so many of the lenders entering 
the market during past market disruptions, many 
of this new raft of lenders understand how to 
price capital and are far more cautious than 
their predecessors.

So the challenge for today’s developers is to 
navigate their way through the vast array of 
lending options and be able to negotiate the 
best available terms. A quick “no” is certainly 
far better than a quick “yes” followed by 
a laborious DD process ending in a “no”. 
With many of the new entrants still building 
their infrastructure, there is the potential for a 
mismatch of expectations between lender and 
developer and the team at HoldenCAPITAL are 
constantly qualifying our Lender list to ensure 
that the needs of our clients are met promptly 
and with confidence.

THE RISE OF 

NON-BANK 

LENDERS
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$
Loan Amount
$6,800,000

%
Gearing
65% LVR
70% LCR

Lender
Non-Bank

Interest
11.95% p.a. 

1.75% Line Fee

Presales
Nil

This project holds approval to construct 96 Residential Lots. 
The developer intends to construct 45 lots as Stage 1 and the 
balance of the lots over proposed Stage 2. 

TALLANGANDRA HEIGHTS
45 of 96 RESIDENTIAL LOTS

$17,800,000 
$8.3MIL FOR STAGE 1
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$20,600,000

$
Loan Amount

$11.6m 1st Mortgage 
$2m 2nd Mortgage

%
Gearing

61% LVR 75% LCR
72% LVR 85% LCR

Lender
Major Bank 1st M
Non-Bank 2nd M

Interest
4.5% P.A. 1.5% Line Fee

23% P.A.

Presales
80% 1st Mortgage

Debt Cover

Proposed to be developed on the land is an 
eight storey unit development comprising 31 units 
varying from two to three bedroom apartments. The 
development has a four unit per floor configuration from 
floors one to seven with a three unit configuration on 
the top floor. Internal areas range from 72.9 to 139.3 
square metres plus balconies. Secured single car parks 
are provided for the two bedroom units and two car 
spaces for the three bedroom units.

There is common amenities including a pool, spa and 
BBQ area on the ground floor. The majority of units 
have an easterly aspect with ocean views.



202 YEARS 
of total property finance experience in one elite team

1300HOLCAP
www.holdencapital.com.au

Special guest Bernard Salt speaks with The Constructive Finance Podcast. 
New Episode Coming Soon.


